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TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM SUSTRANS SCOTLAND 

  

Introduction 

This response to the bill will concentrate on Parts 1 and 4, the creation of low emission 

zones and responsible parking respectively. 

Sustrans Scotland are broadly supportive of the provisions of the Transport (Scotland) Bill. 

However, our response will comment on some of the proposed exemptions, omissions and 

the manner of implementation. In addition, it is the view of Sustrans Scotland that the Bill 

misses the opportunity to enable local authorities to implement Workplace Parking Levies. 

 

Low emission zones in Scotland (Part 1 of the Bill) 

Sustrans Scotland are broadly supportive of the provisions for low emission zones (LEZs). 

We support the framework for LEZs designed to prohibit access for polluting vehicles, 

rather than to permit entry for a fee. This is likely to mean that a successful LEZ raises 

minimal or no revenue, but any revenue raised should offset the costs of running the 

scheme or fund alternative modes of transport. 

Sustrans Scotland recommend an amendment to the proposed legislation in the statutory 

consultees for a LEZ. The legislation mandates only that statutory consultees extend to bus 

operators and “drivers”. Though people driving motor vehicles will be directly affected by 

prohibitions on certain vehicles, anyone living, travelling or working inside the LEZ is also 

affected by poor air quality. The duty to consult should not be based on vehicle ownership. 

Consultation should include all who suffer the consequences of air pollution, which includes 

drivers.  

Much of the detail for establishing LEZs is to be issued in subsequent guidance, making it 

difficult to assess implementation. Sustrans Scotland believe it is important that the 

government should legislate at this point or issue guidance to ensure that the approach to 

targeting vehicles places the onus for pollution reduction equitably. 

For example, an approach based on modelling is important to ensure that actions improve 

air quality, but we would be discomforted by an approach that targets buses in isolation. 

This is often the first conclusion of modelling and the easiest short-term measure. Though 

buses are a source of pollution, they offer a net reduction in emissions per person 

compared to the average private car or taxi. 
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Emissions per passenger kilometre of bus passengers are smaller than those of occupants 

of a private car, and congestion in urban areas is more commonly a problem created by 

private cars. 76% of traffic in Scotland is comprised of cars, 2/3 of which are single-

occupancy.i We are pleased to note Glasgow City Council plan to include all vehicles in 

their LEZ by 2022. 

Sustrans Scotland believe that difficult conversations regarding congestion in urban areas 

are being avoided or delayed. Guidance on LEZs should make it clear that reducing the 

number of car trips into urban areas is a priority. We ask the Committee to consider our 

evidence on Workplace Parking Levies presented below. 

 

Responsible Parking (Part 4 of the Bill) 

Sustrans Scotland strongly support the provisions to ban pavement (footway) parking. 

Below we set out why this is a necessary and beneficial measure, and comment on what 

we see as a problematic exemption for commercial vehicles. 

At present, vehicles parked on pavements create a physical obstacle to journeys on foot 

and discourage people from making the choice to walk. Sustrans research conducted on 

behalf of Connect (formerly the Scottish Parent Teacher Council) found that 42.4% of 

parents saw unsafe walking routes and inadequate pavements as a barrier to letting 

children walk to school.ii Reduced visibility caused by parking was also cited as a safety 

concern. A ban on pavement parking would improve safety by reducing the incidence of 

people being forced into live carriageways, due to lack of space on footways.  

New legislation banning pavement parking in Scotland would promote the importance of 

walking, identified as the priority mode of travel in the National Transport Strategy (2016) 

sustainable travel hierarchy.iii Offering more reliable accessibility would help all people 

using footways to choose to make their regular journeys by walking, particularly the elderly 

and people pushing prams, and those with disabilities. 

There is an inherent unfairness in the currently accepted behaviour of mass pavement 

parking. Leaving a vehicle when not in use should not come at the expense of people with 

additional mobility needs or to the detriment of people walking. Research indicates that 

90% of blind or partially sighted people have found a car parked on the pavement 

problematic for their mobility.iv  

The proposed ban on pavement parking has gained support across the spectrum, including 

disability and accessibility groups the RNIB, Disability Equality Scotland and Guide Dogs, 

as well as calls from motoring bodies to clarify what is and isn’t acceptable.v 

Further to this, an addition to the bill should be considered to ban parking in front of 

dropped kerbs. These are essential for wheelchairs users to complete journeys and the 

omission is a surprise given the prominence of this issue in the Improving Parking in 

Scotland consultation.vi 
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Banning parking on the pavement will make places more attractive for walking, aiding 

participation in walking and improving public health. Places that encourage walking have 

been linked to promoting health and correlate to residents with a healthier weight status, 

especially in low income neighbourhoods.vii  

Pavement parking causes significant damage to kerbs which imposes large on-going costs 

on local authorities.viii  Research by the AA found that there were 10,200 claims for trips and 

slips on pavements in the 12 months up to 31 May 2018.ix UK Local authorities spent at 

least £106 million on compensation claims for trips and falls on the footway between 2006 

and 2010.x 

We see a need for enforcement and the capacity of local authorities to enforce the parking 

provisions to be monitored, and steps taken to assist local authorities if there are problems 

with compliance levels. 

 

Whilst we welcome the ban on pavement parking, Sustrans Scotland has serious concerns 

with the proposed exemption to allow commercial vehicles to park on the pavement for 20 

minutes when making deliveries. 

At present, there is an ambiguity in the law, in that it is not illegal to park on the pavement 

but it is illegal to drive onto the pavement. Instead of an ambiguity, the proposed exemption 

will formalise pavement parking in Scottish law, setting one law in direct opposition to the 

other. 

Furthermore, the exemption encourages delivery vehicles to park on the pavement directly 

outside their destination instead of using designated loading bays. 

Sustrans Scotland accept that the intent of this exemption is to allow deliveries to be made 

where no alternative parking is available and Transport Scotland will issue subsequent 

guidance that this would only be permissible if no alternative option is available. 

However, Sustrans Scotland believe that establishing the exemption in law and having 

separate guidance to clarify when delivery vehicles can park on pavements is an 

unnecessary separation that will lead to confusion and lower levels of compliance. Sustrans 

Scotland recommend that the exemption is withdrawn from the bill. 

 

Workplace Parking Levies 

Sustrans Scotland believe that enabling legislation for Workplace Parking Levies (WPLs) 

should be including in the Bill. There is clear evidence that they reduce congestion, raise 

valuable revenue for local authorities and improve air quality. 
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To be clear, this would not impose WPLs on local authorities. Replicating the enabling 

legislation introduced in 2000 in England and Wales, and used to great success in 

Nottingham, would give local authorities the freedom to choose what is right for their area. 

There is strong evidence of the success of WPLs based on the experience of Nottingham 

City Council. A WPL, introduced in 2012 now raises revenue of £9 million per year that has 

helped to fund tram infrastructure, a smart card scheme, electric buses, cycling facilities 

and match-funding for national funding programmes. It has led to reduced congestion, 

increases in public transport usage, improved air quality, and a reduction in land used for 

parking. There is no evidence of negative economic impact, in fact Nottingham experienced 

faster job creation than other UK cities of a comparable size.xi 

The UK legislation is entirely workable in Scotland. City of Edinburgh Council have already 

carried out scoping exercises, and believe that a levy would raise around £9 million per 

year. 

Similar exemptions to those in Nottingham should be adopted, and a minimum car park size 

should be recommended. This will help to exempt small and medium-sized business and 

reduces the administrative burden of small car parks that will raise negligible revenue. The 

cost of financing the scheme is as a mere 5% of the revenue raised in Nottingham.xii 

WPLs act as a tax on congestion. They transfer the cost of congestion on our roads onto 

those journeys that cause the congestion and encourage the use of sustainable transport 

and active travel. They would help local authorities to meet national government transport, 

air quality and health priorities. 

Scotland needs the Transport Bill to include enabling legislation that would give local 

authorities the freedom to implement Workplace Parking Levies within a reasonable 

framework if they decide they are right for the area.  
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